Abstract-Transistor aging due to bias temperature instability (BTI) is a major reliability concern in sub-32nm technology. Aging decreases performance of digital circuits over the entire IC lifetime. To compensate for aging, designs now typically apply adaptive voltage scaling (AVS) to mitigate performance degradation by elevating supply voltage. Varying the supply voltage of a circuit using AVS also causes the BTI degradation to vary over lifetime. This presents a new challenge for margin reduction in conventional signoff methodology, which characterizes timing libraries based on transistor models with pre-calculated BTI degradations for a given IC lifetime. Many works have separately addressed predictive models of BTI and the analysis of AVS, but there is no published work that considers BTI-aware signoff that accounts for the use of AVS during IC lifetime. This motivates us to study how the presence of AVS should affect aging-aware signoff. In this paper, we first simulate and analyze circuit performance degradation due to BTI in the presence of AVS. Based on our observations, we propose a ruleof-thumb for chip designers to characterize an aging-derated standardcell timing library that accounts for the impact of AVS. According to our experimental results, this aging-aware signoff approach avoids both overestimation and underestimation of aging -either of which results in power or area penalty -in AVS enabled systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bias temperature instability (BTI) is a major aging mechanism in sub-32nm CMOS technology. The BTI effect increases the threshold voltage (|V t |) of a MOS transistor, resulting in a time-dependent timing degradation in very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits [8] [7] . It is mandatory to consider the BTI effect in modern timing signoff recipes -via 10-year timing libraries, flat V DD margin, etc.
-to ensure that circuits will operate correctly over lifetime.
Adaptive voltage scaling (AVS) is a low-power design technique which adjusts the supply voltage (V DD ) of a circuit adaptively to meet the timing performance requirement with the minimum voltage and power. AVS can be used to mitigate BTI-induced timing degradation by increasing V DD as long as the BTI degradation is captured by the performance sensor in AVS [2] [10] [11] . However, the use of AVS during IC lifetime to compensate for BTI degradation causes a fundamental inconsistency among the voltages in signoff (library characterization) and circuit operation, as illustrated in Figure 1 . Resolving this inconsistency is the subject of our present investigation.
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Step 3 The upper part of Figure 1 shows a typical signoff flow, in which a derated library is characterized so that circuit designers can use the library for circuit design and signoff. The signoff flow consists of three major steps:
(1) The magnitude of BTI degradation (|∆V t |) is estimated using an aging model. Note that the voltage applied in the aging model, which we denote by V BT I (V BT I is used to calculate the |∆V t | for derated library characterization), significantly influences the |∆V t | that results from BTI degradation [16] . Therefore, the selection of V BT I affects the derated library. ( 2) The extracted |∆V t | is used in transistor models to characterize an aging-derated library which accounts for BTI degradation. During the library characterization, transistors and standard cells are simulated at a possibly different voltage level, which we denote by V lib . (3) With the derated library, circuit designers can implement and sign off a circuit. During runtime (lower part of Figure 1 ), AVS increases the V DD of the circuit to compensate for BTI degradation. This will lead to a higher V DD at the end of circuit lifetime (V f inal ). Note that V lib ,V BT I and V f inal could be different from each other. For instance, V f inal is a result of AVS to compensate for BTI degradation which varies depending on circuit implementation. Also, guardbanding for the operating worst-case during library characterization will lead to different V lib and V BT I . This is because the worst-case BTI degradation happens when V BT I is high but the worst-case gate delays happen when V lib is low. Moreover, circuit designers do not know V f inal before the circuit is implemented. Hence, there is no obvious guideline for how to define V lib and V BT I during library characterization when V f inal remains an unknown. Such inconsistency among V f inal , V lib and V BT I leads to the following questions, which we address in this paper:
(1) What is the design overhead when timing libraries are not properly characterized (e.g., due to poor selection of V lib and V BT I ) to account for the aging effect in an AVS circuit? (2) What are guidelines to define BTI-and AVS-aware signoff corners that guarantee timing correctness with little design overhead? Although there have been many analyses of the interactions between aging and AVS [2] [5] [10] [11] , none of them discusses the questions mentioned above. Generally, previous literature assumes that a circuit is signed off with timing libraries without BTI effect. Hence, it is possible that the circuit fails to meet performance requirements due to BTI degradation. Although a BTI-aware timing analysis can be applied after signoff, this may require multiple iterations of signoff and resizing or other ECOs before the circuit implementation converges.
Our contributions are as follows.
(1) To answer the first question, we sign off benchmark circuits using different derated libraries and compare metrics (e.g., area and power) of the resulting circuit implementations. Our experimental results show that circuits signed off using different derated libraries have up to 35% area or 20% runtime power overheads for the same frequency requirements.
(2) To answer the second question, we analyze the impact of BTI degradation and AVS on V f inal , V lib and V BT I , and propose guidelines for the selection of V lib and V BT I . Based on these guidelines, we propose a methodology to obtain V lib and V BT I for the characterization of derated libraries that account for aging effect in a circuit with AVS. (3) We show that circuit implementations signed off with derated libraries obtained by our method achieve superior circuit area and power tradeoffs compared to implementations obtained using alternative derated libraries. The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Section II we discuss the signoff for aging circuits that have AVSbased adaptivity. In Section III, we propose a heuristic approach to estimate the proper voltage corner at which to characterize derated timing libraries for aging-aware signoff. We describe our aging model and experiment setup in Section IV, and present experimental results in Section V. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.
II. AGING-AWARE SIGNOFF A. Signoff with Derated Library
In a typical timing signoff methodology, meeting timing constraints with pre-defined corner libraries implies that the circuit will work correctly at the target specification. This is because the corner libraries are characterized at worst-case operating conditions. Thus, to characterize a BTI aging library for signoff, traditional methodology considers the worst-case transistor degradation due to the BTI effect. Our present work focuses on library characterization for signoff of setup-time checks, since the main effect of BTI aging is to increase delay in data paths.
Characterization of an aging library is commonly performed in two steps. First, transistor aging is estimated at a worst-case scenario defined by the total time of BTI stress, the temperature, and the voltage (V BT I ) being applied to the transistors. Note that this BTI degradation estimation is pessimistic for a AVS circuit because V BT I is defined as a constant for the entire lifetime, whereas the voltage of a AVS circuit is initially smaller and gradually increases during circuit lifetime. Second, the transistor aging (∆|V t |) calculated from the first step is included in transistor models for library characterization. During timing library characterization, we must also fix the operating voltage (V lib ) of the transistors and standard cells. The values of V BT I and V lib could be different because the worst-case corner for V BT I is at the maximum allowed voltage (higher voltage increases ∆|V t |), while the worst-case corner for V lib is at the minimum allowed voltage (lower voltage increases gate delay). As we will show in Section V, this subtle difference between selection of V lib and selection of V BT I has significant impact on circuit area and runtime power.
B. Worst-Case BTI Degradation
Note that the BTI-induced timing degradation is affected by the total stress time (i.e., total time when transistors are on), which varies depending on circuit activity. The actual circuit activity is very difficult to capture because it is determined by circuit usage. Since it is impractical for any known AVS monitor to capture the detailed circuit activity of each transistor in a circuit, we assume that designers must consider a worst-case scenario at signoff.
Velamala et al. in [17] show that worst-case timing degradation occurs when critical paths experience a long DC BTI stress (i.e., transistors are always under BTI stress). However, assuming a DC BTI stress may be too pessimistic: a typical CMOS circuit usually switches during operation, and exhibits an AC BTI stress (i.e., transistors experience alternate BTI stress and recovery phrases). The measurement results in [6] and [7] show that the amount of BTI degradation is not sensitive to stress duty cycle (i.e., the ratio of total stress time to total operating time) when the duty cycle ranges from 20% to 80%. This means that we can approximate the BTI degradation in a typical CMOS circuit by assuming an AC BTI stress with 50% duty cycle. In the studies reported below, we consider both DC and AC aging scenarios with 125 • C operating temperature. 1 
C. Adaptive Voltage Scaling (AVS)
To study BTI degradation of a circuit with AVS, we assume that the circuit monitors its maximum frequency (F max ) in a discretetime manner. Whenever the F max of the circuit is lower than a pre-defined target frequency (F target ), the V DD will be increased by a V step (where V step is an attribute of the voltage regulator). After the V DD adjustment, the AVS circuitry will evaluate F max and continue to increase V DD until F max ≥ F target . The AVS mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2 . In our discussion, we use t to denote time, ∆t to denote the time interval between successive AVS calibrations, and t f inal to denote the end of circuit lifetime. The V DD of the circuit at the beginning of its lifetime (i.e., the minimum voltage needed to meet the frequency requirement at t = 0) is denoted by V init . The update library step in Figure 2 is very slow if we characterize a library whenever V lib or ∆|V t | is changed. To speed up the simulation runtime, we pre-characterize a set of libraries with different V lib and ∆|V t |. To obtain the F max of a circuit at specific V lib and ∆|V t |, we simulate the circuit with all the precharacterized libraries and estimate the F max value by interpolation with spline polynomial functions. Circuit leakage and runtime power are estimated similarly. The lifetime leakage and power are obtained by averaging over all timesteps. Figure 3 shows that the delay, leakage power and dynamic power estimations obtained from the interpolation have only 1.35%, 2.03% and 0.28% error on average compared to values obtained from actual data obtained by characterization of libraries at the sampled points.
III. GUIDELINES FOR CHARACTERIZATION OF DERATED LIBRARIES
To study the relationship between V BT I and V f inal , we implement a given circuit using a library characterized at the nominal voltage of the process technology (V lib = V nom ), with the assumption that there is no BTI degradation. We then use the flow in Figure 2 to obtain the V f inal of the circuit (lifetime = 10 years, DC BTI degradation). Figure 4 shows the ∆|V t | with AVS compared to the case where V f inal is applied to the same circuit throughout circuit lifetime. During the early lifetime, the BTI degradation (∆|V t |) for the adaptive V DD case (AVS) is less than that for the fixed V f inal case. This is because the adaptive V DD case has a smaller V DD value Index of Degradation Data Point Power (mW) Fig. 3 . To evaluate the accuracy of the interpolation approach, we obtain the actual delay, leakage and runtime power by characterizing additional libraries at the V lib and ∆|V t | used in the interpolation. The average error between the actual and the interpolated delay, leakage, and power values at sampled points is 1.35%, 2.03%, and 0.28%, respectively. at early lifetime, and BTI degradation increases with V DD . However, due to the front-loaded nature of BTI degradation [5] , ∆V t difference between the fixed V f inal and the AVS cases quickly converges.
The simulation results in Figure 4 show that we can estimate the degradation of an AVS circuit by assuming a constant V f inal throughout circuit lifetime. This approximation slightly overestimates the ∆|V t |, but the overestimation is very small. In other words, we can characterize a derated library using V f inal for signoff (i.e., V BT I = V f inal ).
Note that the assumption of a constant V f inal throughout circuit lifetime implies that V lib = V f inal = V BT I . To understand what is the appropriate setup for V lib , we analyze what are the implications when V lib = V BT I . When V lib > V BT I , the library characterization is optimistic because we assume the operating voltage is higher than the voltage that defines BTI degradation. This violates the principle of having a derated library that defines the worst-case condition. Thus, we should not use a V lib that is greater than the V BT I . On the other hand, having V lib < V BT I means that the library characterization is pessimistic. However, there is no reason to be more pessimistic because the degradation obtained from V BT I is already slightly pessimistic. We conclude that having V lib = V f inal is a reasonable option to avoid being optimistic or overly pessimistic in library characterization. 
B. Estimation of V f inal at Early Design Stage
Of course, the main obstacle to library characterization with V lib = V BT I = V f inal is that this requires knowledge of the V f inal of an AVS circuit, which is not available in the early design stages when the actual circuit is not fully implemented. Indeed, to obtain the V f inal , we need to implement a circuit with a library, which requires V lib and V BT I .
To overcome this "chicken and egg" problem, we analyze the factors that determine V f inal of a circuit by synthesizing cell chains consisting of different standard cells. In our experiment, we construct the cell chains such that they meet the frequency requirement at t = 0 with V lib = 0.9V (nominal voltage of the technology), when there is no BTI degradation assumed in the library.
Results in Figure III -B show that V f inal is related to both gate complexity and gate topology. For instance, we observe that a complex gate such as AOI requires smaller V DD to compensate for BTI degradation, which leads to a smaller V f inal . At the same time, different gate topologies (e.g., NAND3 and NOR3) cause the gate delay to be dominated by NMOS or PMOS devices. Since different devices have different BTI degradation, the gate topologies also affect V f inal . 2 Another subtle factor that affects V f inal is the delay margin of the circuit. Delay margin (denoted by α) is defined as the difference (normalized to the signed-off circuit delay) between the target delay and the delay of the signed-off circuit at t = 0 (denoted by D t=0 ). That is,
To estimate the V f inal versus α curve of a circuit (before the circuit is implemented), we assume that the critical path of the circuit is composed of a mix of different cell types. Thus, we model the V f inal versus α curve by averaging the curves from various cell types. We choose gates from the following categories to increase the gate diversity: (1) complex and simple gates, (2) pass gates, (3) PMOS-dominated gates, and (4) NMOS dominated gates. Our simulation results in Figure III -B show that the maximum error of (V f inal ) among different circuits and cell chains is about one V step (10mV) for different α.
In summary, we can characterize an aging library for an AVS circuit if the following AVS-related information is available: (1) V init , (2) V step , (3) ∆t and (4) F target (relative to circuit F max at t 0 ). 
IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP

A. Aging Model
To predict the impact of BTI on design performance, we use the analytical model from [16] . The |V t | degradation of a MOS transistor is given as
where t is the total stress time of a transistor, t 0 is the time when a circuit is turned on for the first time, k is the Boltzmann constant, t ox is transistor oxide thickness, T is temperature, V gs is gate-tosource voltage, and V ds is drain-to-source voltage. In this paper, we assume both V gs and V ds are the same as V BT I . β, n and A are fitting parameters with values as listed in Table I . 3 To explore circuit-level performance degradation, we use the aforementioned calibrated transistor degradation model along with the 32nm PTM transistor model [13] to characterize the FreePDK library (i.e., the original 45nm BSIM model of FreePDK library is replaced by the 32nm BSIM model). Since the original PTM transistor model only has a typical corner, we characterize the worstcase corner of the PTM transistor model by perturbing the process parameters in the PTM model. We assume that the relative process variation between worst-case and typical corners in the PTM model is similar to that in a 32nm MOSIS design kit. We also scale all interconnect resistances and capacitances from 45nm to 32nm by a factor of 0.7 using a commercial place and route tool [4] . We obtain timing and power of the circuits using [15] . To model BTI degradation with varying V DD we use the technique in [2] , [17] . 4 
B. Circuit Implementation
To evaluate the impact of AVS on aging-aware signoff, we compare the area and power of circuits that are signed off with different derated libraries. We set up experiments by implementing four benchmark circuits: c5315, c7552 [3] , AES, and MPEG2 [12] . Library characterizations are carried out based on a 32nm PTM BSIM model with SS corner setting. The circuits are obtained through the following steps: 3 We fit the parameters A, E 0 , and β based on a set of BTI data in [19] . Then, we extract the values of n for PBTI and NBTI from their corresponding measurement plots in [19] . The value of E a is obtained from [16] . 4 This technique can be summarized as follows. Whenever the V DD is changed at time t i , we record the accumulated ∆|V t | as ∆V acc t i
. Based on the ∆V acc t i , we calculate the effective stress time t i using the relationship between ∆V t and t, which can be obtained from the aging model (2) with V ds =V gs =V DD + V step . After that, the ∆|V t | for the i th time interval (∆|V t i |) can be obtained by calculating the difference between ∆|V t | at t i and t i + ∆t. Finally, the accumulated |V t | degradation is given as
(1) Define V init = 0.9V, ∆t = 3 days, V step = 0.01V and F target for each benchmark circuit. The clock constraints of the four designs are 1.38GHz, 1.25GHz, 893MHz, and 1.05GHz, respectively. (2) Implement (synthesis, place and route) each circuit using a library characterized with V lib =0.9V, ∆|V t | = 0. (3) Mitigate EDA tool "noise" by making 10 separate "synthesis, placement and route" runs for each benchmark circuit with {-4, -3, ..., +4, +5}ps perturbation of the clock constraint, and generate a circuit [9] . Then, report metrics for the circuit with minimum area-power product among the 10 candidate circuits thus produced. (4) Run the flow in Figure 2 to ensure that the circuit does not violate timing constraints until the end-of-lifetime. Store the circuit (#5 in Table III ) and V f inal . (5) Sign off the same benchmark circuits using different derated libraries characterized with the four combinations:
Step (4)). This step generates Columns #1∼#4 in Table III . (6) Repeat Step (5) Table III . (7) Calculate runtime power of all circuits with AVS (i.e., the AVS mechanism in Figure 2 ).
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS To study potential implications of signoff choices on circuit area and power, we implement circuits with different derated libraries, as well as a reference circuit signed off with V lib = V init and no BTI degradation. The V lib and V BT I of the derated libraries are given in Table III . In Column #1, both V lib and V BT I are set to V init . This setup represents the scenario where the effect of AVS is not considered during library characterization. In Column #2, we set V lib = V init but let V BT I = V max to model the worst-case scenario of a derated library. In Column #3, both V lib and V BT I are set to V max . This represents another extreme scenario for the derated library, where the supply voltage of a circuit is assumed to increase to V max to compensate for BTI degradation. The setup in Column #4 is similar to that in #2 but the V BT I is defined by the V f inal of the reference circuit. Note that this is an artificial setup because of the dependency between the V BT I and the reference circuit. However, we use this setup to study the impact of ignoring the fact that V DD varies due to AVS, even given that we have a reasonable estimation for BTI degradation. Column #5 in Table III Table II . Figure 6 plots the power and area tradeoff for all circuits, where we assume that each circuit increases supply voltage adaptively to compensate for DC BTI degradation. The results show that circuits implemented with different-degradation libraries have significant differences in power and area. For instance, circuits signed off with the setup in Column #2 of Table III have up to 35% larger area compared to other circuits. This is because the derated library is characterized with a worst-case BTI degradation, which leads to pessimistic circuit timing estimation. The results in Table III shows that the V DD of the circuits in Column #2 remain at V init (0.9V) at the end of circuit lifetime. This means that AVS is not triggered to compensate for BTI degradation due to the large timing margin resulted from a pessimistic signoff setup. The results also show that In each plot, we show the average runtime power and area of the #1∼#7 implementations for a given design. The (blue) circles of #3 tend to have higher power consumption because of the underestimation of degradation. The (red) squares of #1 #2, and #4 tend to have higher area because the overestimation. The (black) diamonds of other circuits tend to be more balanced between the two extremes.
some benchmark circuits (c5315, c7552, AES) implemented with the setup in Column #2 have about 5% more power compared to the reference circuits. This is because the total numbers of instances for the circuits in Column #2 are much larger than for the reference circuits. it has large margin for degradation. This is due to the signoff corner for circuit #2 being too pessimistic. By contrast, V DD of circuit #3 rises higher than that of circuit #5 soon after manufacturing, as a result of the signoff corner for circuit #3 being too optimistic. Figure 6 shows that when more accurate BTI degradation information is available (i.e., setup #4), the derated library is less pessimistic, which leads to smaller area overheads. However, the circuit areas are 1% to 13% larger compared to the reference circuits because the derated library does not consider that supply voltage will be higher than V init due to AVS. Since the derated library is pessimistic, the V DD of the circuits in Column #4 remain at V init (0.9V) at the 10-year lifetime point (see Table III ). Therefore, the circuits in Column #4 have 4% to 9% lower power compared to the reference circuits.
In the case where the BTI degradation is underestimated and potential V DD increment is ignored (i.e., setup #1), the inaccurate estimations compensate each other. Therefore, the area and power of the circuits implemented with such a derated library will have only small differences (< 8%) from the corresponding values for the reference circuit. However, the qualify of results (QoR) of circuits implemented with this derating setup is unpredictable as the outcomes depend on the magnitude of BTI degradation and the sensitivity of circuit performance to AVS.
On the other hand, Figure 6 shows that circuits in Column #3 always have 10% more power compared to the reference circuit. Table III shows that the V DD of the circuits at 10-year lifetime point is much larger than that of the reference circuit. This indicates that the derated library is optimistic. Therefore, circuits signed off using this derated library will require higher supply voltages to compensate for performance degradation. This shows that an optimistic derated library can cause significant power overhead. Figure 7 shows the V DD and the corresponding F max of the MPEG2 benchmark circuit over 10 years. When the signoff corner is too optimistic (#3), the implemented circuits fail to meet timing constraints due to BTI degradation. Therefore, the V DD of the circuit is increased to a higher level than for the reference circuit (#5). On the other hand, the circuits in Column #2 have too much timing margin (no V DD increment over lifetime even if aging) because the signoff corner is too pessimistic.
In Figure 6 , we can see that circuits #6 and #7, which are implemented using derated libraries obtained from our heuristic approach, have less than 1% area and less than 5% power difference compared to the reference circuit. This shows that the derated library characterized based on our method can simultaneously capture the effects of the BTI degradation and the varying of V DD due to AVS. Moreover, the circuits can be obtained through a single signoff step, unlike the reference circuits, which require multiple timing analysis and signoff iterations. We also note that the results of #6 and #7 are similar even though the derated libraries has 3% target slack difference. This suggests that our method is not sensitive to small changes in target slack. Figure 8 shows the results of the same experiment setup, but with AC BTI degradation. We see that the results are qualitatively similar to those obtained with DC degradation. Since the AC BTI degradation is about 60% of that in the DC condition, the power/area differences between the circuits are reduced.
Area differences among different MPEG2 circuit implementations are relatively smaller than those observed for the other three designs, in both AC and DC cases. This is because the ratio of sequential cells (registers) to total cells in the MPEG2 testcase (∼50%) is larger than in the other testcases (e.g., ∼20% for AES circuit implementations). In the FreePDK cell library [21] , there is only one size option for the sequential cells. Therefore, about half of the cells in MPEG2 cannot be resized even if the timing margins are different across the derated libraries. This explains the smaller area differences for MPEG2 across different derated libraries.
The results in Figures 6 and 8 show that characterizing a derated library with our proposed method can accurately estimate the effect of BTI aging of a circuit with AVS. The improved estimation can reduce design effort. For example, circuits implemented using the derated libraries #1, #2, #3 and #4 will incur area or power penalty due to inaccurate estimation in BTI aging. Moreover, designers can only discover the inaccuracy after circuit implementation and AVS emulation. Hence, the circuits implemented using an inaccurate derated library may require additional design effort (e.g., sizing, AVS emulation and signoff) to reduce power and circuit area.
We observe that with the widespread adoption of AVS, an alternative signoff methodology emerges: namely, to sign off circuits using a library characterized with an un-aged device model. Such a methodology would leverage the presence of AVS by assuming that AVS would compensate for any BTI degradation during lifetime. And, if the library does not include any margin for BTI degradation, such a methodology will potentially save circuit area. On the other hand, such an approach does not verify the design at V f inal during signoff. Therefore, it is possible that the implemented circuit does not meet design requirements (including performance through lifetime) and require another signoff iteration. For example, the circuit signed off at V init may have new EM violations at V f inal which cannot be identified during the signoff. Investigation of such an alternative signoff methodology, and its implications, is a subject for future investigation.
VI. CONCLUSION In this paper, we study a fundamental discrepancy concerning the voltages that are applied for aging-derated library characterization, and the voltage through lifetime of a circuit with AVS -namely, V lib ,V BT I and V f inal . Because of the inconsistency among these voltages, the derated library can be either optimistic or pessimistic with respect to the impact of BTI degradation and AVS, depending on the values of V lib and V BT I . Our experimental results show that circuit implementations using different derated libraries can have up to 35% difference in circuit area and up to 20% difference in runtime power.
To avoid the design overhead that potentially arises from poor selection of V lib and V BT I during library characterization, we propose a library characterization guideline, which suggests that V lib = V BT I ≈ V f inal is the best strategy for aging-derated library characterization. We also point out that the inconsistency among V lib , V BT I and V f inal is a "chicken and egg" problem, in that V f inal is required for library characterization but is not available before the circuit is implemented with the derated library. We solve this problem by estimating the V f inal from simple replica circuits and AVS parameters available early in the design process. Our experimental results show that the circuits implemented using derated libraries obtained from our methodology have less than 2% area and 5% power differences compared to a reference circuit. This suggests that the derated library obtained using our methodology accurately captures the combined impact of BTI degradation and AVS.
Our ongoing work pursues (1) a comprehensive aging-and AVSaware library characterization for PVT corners; (2) signoff of hold time violation considering degradation of the clock distribution network; and (3) extension of our methodology for aging-aware library characterization to contexts where the actual circuit consists of devices with different BTI characteristics.
